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9{Jis 'Wi[fiam Ofsson is 95!

'lvfy very dear 'l{j[s Wi[[iam,
Time goes very quickly these days,
and looking for photos of you, I
suddenly realized that 15 years have
passed since your 80th Birthday reception in Minneapolis. Most of those
years have been good, some rather
bad for you due to an insubordinate
body, but during these years we have
had fun .

We have met in Sweden and in many
places in the U.S. Our favorite place
was Salt Lake City and the library,
and I still expect to see you there,
with your head well into the reading
machine, even though I know it is no
longer possible. I remember happy
evenings at Mulboons, while the fading evening light slowly wiped out
the city below. I remember simple
meals of salt herrings in our kitchen.
I remember the fantastic pancakes
you served me, Bengt, and son Hakan in your home in Florida. I remember many discussions on Swedish customs and how this or that person emigrated. I remember a quiet
evening in your home, while Dagmar

was playing her music. I remember
visiting the church in Upper Merion
and the Lower Swedish Cabin with
you.
I and all of your friends, both in
Sweden and America, have many
fond memories of you, and all of us
wish you all the best for the future!
Your friend
Elisabeth
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